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Bowling classes are still
open for one-half unit credit.
Those interested may see
Barry Hondas in the College
Union games area. Noncredit billiard classes and
bow ling leagues begin next
ueek.
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ration" will be discussed at
the SJS Facult)
ives Club
scholarship fund luncheon
Het. 3 at the Hyatt House.
Featured speakers will include SJS President John
Bunzel and Sen. Alan
ran.st on.
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Blaine, A.S. Council
Debate SJS Politics

By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer
"I can see daggers spurting out of the
eyes of sonic of these individuals,"
Edward BlaMe, sponsor of the suit
currently being filed against SJS for
political activity, told councilmen and
members of the audience at yesterday’s A.S. Council meeting.
He was responding to a question
about his feelings that students in the
council chambers felt hostility towards
himself and people of his generation.
After an hour of speaking and debate
between councilmen and BlaMe, Terry
Speizer, graduate representative
moved to invite Blaine back to speak to
the student body and faculty in Morris
Dailey auditorium.
Council members voted unanimously
to have him return and he agreed to do
so.
Blaine told students and members of
the audience that he has been labeled
"the number one foe of political activity
on campus." He stated that he is
against Student Community In-

volvernent Program (SCIP, because
"the radical element on campus is
waiting until they have a broad base of
operation on this campus."
He questioned how students "have all
this time to spend in radical
movements?" He added that the function of this college is to maintain a
citadel of learning.
"We don’t want political activity on
campus; most people off campus feel
this way," he declared.
Steve Brennan, executive vice
president and upper division representative, told BlaMe that he is considered
conservative, "but supports SCIP 100
per cent." He told Blaine that
"everything" ti involved with politics
and that SCIP is run by conscientious
students and not radicals.
"They ( members of SCIP) pulled a
boo boo," stated BlaMe. "They let the
public know what they were going to do
in the futurehave a boycott against
General Electric."
Next it might be a boycott against
General Motors and then Dow

SCIP Criticized

Blaine Still Wants To Sue
FIRST RALLYA relatively small crowd listened to a
succession of speakers adjacent to the College Union yester-

day. Peace and Freedom Party member Jim Bally is shown
here addressing the crowd.
Daily photo by Ron Burda

"I was truly moved by many
dedicated students," exclaimed Edward C. Blaine, sponsor of a suit
against SJS to minimize political activity, "but as Ceasar said when he
crossed the Rubicon, ’The dye is cast’
and I must pursue it to the end."

Torres Speaks at Activist Rally

"My day on campus has really been
an experience," said Blaine as he was
introduced to countless student leaders
and faculty and gave an address to
student council.

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Political Writer
The emerging of students from their
summer
vacation
cocoon
was
christened yesterday by the first activist rally of the semester.
San Jose Liberation Front speaker
Ted James, one of a slate of speakers at
the 12:30 forum, cited the purpose of the
gathering as making people aware of
the issues. To "...get people aware and
not just run amuck, its necessary to
serve the people by building a
revolutionary movement based on the
needs of the people," he advised.
Mike Torres, a member of the Black
Panther Party,
recounted the
American Revolution saying that the
war, which he likened to the modern
revolution, was won for America by the
over extention of the British throughout
the world. "Look at how many wars the
U.S. is inwe’re going to win," he
predicted.
About 150 to 200 students, some
filtering to and from class and others
listening attentatively, attended the
rally which was held by the cafeteria
between the two student unions.
The rally climaxed a guessing game
regarding the whereabouts of the
gathering. The site was a compromise
after the front had been denied the
fountain area by Tower Hall. The administration urged that they use the
south end of debris cluttered Seventh
Street.
Tuesday night negotiating procured
the Student Union for the front. It had
been previously been held by the administration that only Seventh Street

BlaMe met with Bill Langan, A.S.
president. "I.angan is a very dedicated
person and the students couldn’t have
made a better choice for their
president," Blaine asserted. -I think
Langan will attempt to change the
situation on campus in regard to
disruptive political activity."

would be the scene of rallies unless
sufficient cause was shown for the
granting of other areas.
Speakers encompassed a wide range
of issues covering local controversies
such as renters’ complaints to the
General Motors strike and U.S. influence in the tense Mid-East situation.
Craig Schubert, a spokesman for the
Tenant Union which is campaigning
against what it calls excessive rents
and poor living conditions, said
-There’s no reason why we should have
to pay more in this community just
because there are more of us (than in
other areas). These landlords are
dependent on us, and not us on them."
He complained that some landlords
require tenants to sign a waiver which
precludes renters from making repairs
on their living quarters and deducting
the expense from their rent.
There is, Schubert said, a stipulation
in the California Civil Code which
allows tenants to fix up their quarters
and be reimbursed through rent
deductions.
Although landlords can legally seek a
waiver, the Tenant Union feels that the
age and the condition of much of the
property surrounding the campus
’makes tenant repairs necessary.
Although the Tenant Union is just
organizing with no definite strategy,
Schubert mentioned the possibility of
prompting a community-wide rent
strike.
Later in the rally Black Panther
Caucus member David Shin detailed
the General Motors strike and accused
the Ford corporation of being in-

EOP Collection Fund
Surpasses $3,400
The
Educational
Opportunity
Program (EOP) has collected $3,414
from students paying their fees at
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The money was collected in dollar
donations by student volunteers and
administrative personnel since fee
payments began on Thursday, Sept. 24.
Its collection was made possible
through a student body referendum
passed last year which permitted a
voluntary assessment of $1 per student
to supplement the EOP program which
has been a subject to legislative cutbacks. The sum was a disappointment
for some but a pleasant surprise for
others. Student organizers expressed
general disappointment with the sum
collected since the measure had been
passed by a 5-1 margin.
However, Instructor Bernice Aliens
sk hose Psychology 154 class has
initiated the measure as a class project,
expressed appreciation. "I am quite
pleased thatwe got so much considering
the time we had and the publicity we

received." She remarked that lack of
preparation and the fact that graduate
students, freshmen, and many other
students had pre-paid their fees and
were therefore not solicited.
She said the money received during
the fee payments would be matched
four times its amount by the federal
government. She expects a better
turnout in contributions when donations
will be asked for again next semester.
Another person involved in the fund
drive, retiring black EOP Director
Glen Toney attributed the response to
apathetic A.S. leaders. "Had posters
and brochures been handed out prior to
the fund drive," Toney stated,
i response would have been different."
Miss Allen concurred, saying "We
didn’t get nearly the co-operation from
the present administration we did last
year."
Miss Aliens praised the efforts of
Janet Morgan, Associated Student
public relations director.

strumental in the production of
weapons being used in the Vietnam
war.
Ahmed Zamel, from the Arab Student
Association, comdemned Zionists and
the United States for the plight of
Palestinian refugees and the volatile
circumstances in the Middle East.
Peace and Freedom Party representative Jim Bailey summed up his
evaluation of the overall situation:
"Things didn’t get any better during the
summer." He accused SJS President
John H. Bunzel of trying to deny
students their basic right of freedom of
speech. He said this in reaction to a
comment made by Dr. Bunzel to the
effect that a college was best kept
"depoliticized."
So presently the activist organizations are getting their heads together to
advertise the issues and plan a course
of action for the year.
Saturday night at 8 o’clock the front
will have a street dance in the parking
lot on Eighth Street between San
Salvadore and William Streets.

However, Blaine added, "I didn’t like
his stand on the Student Community
Involvement Program because I don’t
think he sees the potential dangers."
Langan said that Blaine, while obviously concerned, has not recognized
an important point:
"Legitimate social concerns must be
channeled and have grounds for
existence as a part of normal progress.
Militants are undoubtedly concerned
about issues, but they create
backswings like Mr. Blaines. Mr.
Blaines’ actions, in turn, serve not to
alleviate problems but to increase
radicalism by shutting off constitutionally guaranteed channels of
dissent."

One of the aims of BlaMe’s suit is to
prohibit SCIP. "I am not opposed to
students becoming involved in the
community as long as they organize off
campus," Blaine stated. "We feel that
the program is politically motivated
and will end in disruption."
Blaine said he feels that right now
SCIP has many student and faculty
idealists but that in time the program
will draw in radical-oriented professors
and students ending militancy. "The
way to abolish a condition is not to
initiate it," declared Blaine.
Dr. Charles M. Larsen, professor
of mathematics and faculty advisor to
SCIP, told BlaMe, "I’ve worked a hell
of a long time at preventing disruption.
The students and professors in SCIP
are not disruptive."
Lloyd Dickinson, senior electrical engineering major involved in SCIP, emphasized to BlaMe, "I fought for my
country. I am frustrated with people
like you that won’t change. All we’re
asking is to work with the people in the
community for change.
BlaMe, however, said he believed
that "a well rounded curriculum will
give a student ammunition to go forth
and change the destiny of this country."
Blaine saw the rather small political
rally today. He commented "Once the
campus organizations have time to get
started the venom will flow freely
against the establishment."
Blaine also mentioned that Trustee
Dudley Swim and Sen. Clark Bradley
R-San Jose have the same views as he
does.

Report Causes Outcry
By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Feature Editor and
SKIP BAILEY
Daily Staff Writer
Most of the reaction to the
Presidential Commission on Campus
Unrest seems to doubt whether the
report will have any effect on future
campus policy.
Dr. John H. Bunzel, SJS president,
said the report "deals more with the
politics of the problems of campus
unrest than with the problems themselves." He added, "Inevitably it will
be used to confirm whatever a person
chooses to believe or wants to hear."
J. Raymond Blackmore, San Jose
chief of police, questioned the report’s
judgment of police overreaction.
"Many people felt we overreacted last
year at the Fifth and William street
incident, but who judges overreaction?" Asked the police chief.
"Many of the student demonstrations
are spontaneous and unexpected."
Blackmore said "some very serious
decisions have to be made right on the
field. No one would say that the police
are perfect in every situation "
Blackmore went on to call SJS "a
good example for the rest of the nation"
because of I, good working agreement
among police, administration, faculty,
student leaders and the student press.
-The campus has been very peaceful
over the last couple of years with no
more injuries than might occur in a
single football game," Blackmore said.
One thing that has been done in San
well as the rest of California is
Jose
upgrading the men assigned to campuses, according to Blackmon, Better

trained men and different groups
working together "have enabled us to
do a pretty fair job," Blackmore said.
Other reaction to the report on
campus unrest included black
professor Dr. I.eonard Jeffries, who
said "I did not expect much from the
Presidential Commission on campus
unrest. Very few commissions have
ever accomplished anything."
Dr. Jeffries added, "It is quite clear
that the oppressive machinery of law
and order with or without justice is
being readied to suppress dissent and
the results will be more and more Kent
State and Jackson State and
Orangeburg, S.C., which most have
foregotten about or were never aware
of."
Royce Jones of the Student Counseling and Testing Department doubts
the report will have any’ effect. -It
didn’t say what the administration
wanted it to say, which is ’Get tough
with the bastards.’"
Jones added, "It will probably have
the same effect as the pornography
report which the administration
disagreed ith because it didn’t say
that pornography was corrupting and
sinful."
Matt Steahl, non-student sympathizer
with the San Jose I.iberation Front,
said, "The commission will be pushed
into obscurity without influence. It will
be lost in the rhetoric of the right The
returt will probably suffer the same
fate as 1,11.1’s Commission of Violence
11101 I lily turns up occassionally in
footnotes in students’ papers "
She’ ry Jansen. junior art major,
he
commented. "Nilson might sa

agrees with it, but the report will soon
be forgotten. What is the use of a commission to study campus unrest when
the problem is so clearly visible?"
Chris Menchine, non-student SJLF
sympathizer, said he is not concerned
with the report. "Nixon will do what he
wants," Menchine declared.

Chemical, asserted Blaine.
"We as taxpayers have $3100 a year
invested in students and we want a
return on our investment. He added
a vision of
that students have
Plato’s Republic and "if they are intent
on bringing this into being, then don’t
use my money to fight me," he exclaimed.
"What lam trying to do is to have the
courts ascertain what the limits of
academic freedom are," he continued.
He proceeded to ask councilman
David Long if he could name one
present political figure who was a
university radical. Many students
responded with the name of Ronald
Reagan and President Nixon to which
Blaine expressed doubt.
Blaine stated that SCIP would
eventually control the Spartan Daily
end control student council. Councilman James Lee disputed his
statements and explained that the
editors tell the Daily what to print and
pointed out that with the many different
factions represented on council, he
doubted that one body could control it.
Ironically, later in the meeting
council members granted recognition
to SCIP as a campus organization.
To hear Blaine’s speech and debate
with students, in its entirety, tune in to
KSJS today at 6 p.m.
In other action, council approved a
resolution by David Krawitz, lower
division representative, asking SJS
President Dr. John H. Bunzel to submit
his uniform criteria for inviting outside
law enforcement officers to campus
activities.
Krawitz introduced the motion
because of students who had voiced
concern about the peace officers
present at yesterday’s rally and since
their presence "have led to acts of
violence in the past."
Council members also passed a
resolution by Carlos Averhoff, upper
division rep, asking the judiciary to
make a ruling on the constitutionality of
Brennan holding roles in the executive
as well as the legislative branches.
Two different topics were brought up
in connection with the Spartan Daily.
First, a representative of the typographers union spoke to councilmen claiming that employees of Suburban
Newspapers, which prints the Daily
and is non-union shop, worn for substandard wages.
He urged councilmen to exert their
influence to have the Daily printed by a
union shop.

Craig Turner, Daily editor, explained
that the contract is between the state of
California and Suburban Newspapers
and that Suburban Newspapers has
recently petitioned for an election by
the National Labor Relations Board.
The matter was tabled until next
week’s council meeting in order to have
all sides represented and the facts
investigated. Councilmen eventually
approved a motion to have the question
considered by the All College Communications Board.
Councilmen also agreed with the
editor to print all legislative resolutions
passed at council meetings in each
Friday’s Daily.
During the smooth-running three
hour meeting chaired by Mike Buck,
vice-chairman, council members
moved into executive session to discuss
interim appointments by Bill Langan,
AS. president, and disuss financial
matters.
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AT WORKPresident John Hansel shown here at work in his
office. Dr. Bunzel granted the Daily a lengthy Interview last
ueek. See story on page 5.
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Editorials

Your Choice,

Bill

Proper constitutional channels should be utilized, but Bill Langan should have
his choicewhomever it may befor A.S. vice president.
The A.S. president and his opponents on A.S. Council currently are engaged in a
fight over the vice chairmanship of that body. The vice chairman of council can
:.).surne the duties of the vice presidency, when the elected officer resigns, as Jim
If did last week. Terry Speizer was originally elected to the vice chairman post.
was deposed, however, by Jim Peterson in a move Langan says was illegal.
The chairmanship question is now before the A.S. Judiciary. Both Langan and
,s adversaries are accusing each other of unconstitutional acts. The case will
obably be decided next Monday, and until then the Judiciary has injoined either
’ petzer or Peterson from chairing council. The justices turned over the gavel,
temporarily, to Mike Buck.
Langan can take an alternative route, by simply appointing a vice president, but
p:lointment would have to be confirmed by A.S. Council.
In any case, Langan is going to have to get by the liberal majority on the
legislature that is opposing him.
We don’t think the council should continue to block Langan’s wishes in this
matter. Langan should make an appointment and the council should have the
courtesy to approve it.
No matter where one stands ideologically, there is little to be gained by forcing
someone Langan does not want into the vice presidency. Not only would that
person be of little aid to the executive administration, neither would he be in a
,)osition to "sabotage" Langan’s programs. The A.S. president can easily cut off
power and influence from anyone in his own administration.
Although we have disagreed with the Langan administration in the past, and
undoubtedly will do so in the future, we can see no useful purpose in this kind of
political nitpicking.
The president’s opponents on council should combat him on legislative grounds,
not on petty matters. This is the wrong issue at the wrong time.
At the same time, Langan should be ready to put up a palatable candidate, and
remember that if council goes along with him, he will owe them a political debt.
In short, this issue isn’t worth the trouble. Both Langan and his opponent will
have more significant questions to spar over.

Right On, Spiro
If the Scranton report on campus unrest can be labeled "pablum for the permissiveness," then surely Vice President Spiro T. Agnew’s comments on the
report can be described as a sugar pill for Sioux Falls.
In a campaign speech for South Dakota Republicans Tuesday, the vice president
pulled together his million dollar-word vocabulary and denounced the President’s
Commission Report as "imprecise, contradictory and equivocal."
Furthermore, the omniscient Agnew laid sole blame for campus disorders on
violent protesters and those who encourage them."
White House speech writers later explained that the vice president’s speech
should not be interpreted as representing the views of the President.
Agnew laid the primary responsibility for solving campus problems with faculty
and administrators. How does he expect these groups to quell disturbances which
stem from federal administrative decisions?
Agnew also stated that the Commission "tells us that many students believe ours
is a corrupt repressive society engaged in an immoral war, but the commission
could not muster the moral courage to declare the utter falsehood of the charge."
Maybe the commission used a little more intellect when it prepared its report
than did Mr. Agnew when he threw together his speech.
The Scranton Commission is made up of top men, personally selected by the
President.
In fact, what Agnew has done by spouting off about the report is to knock his own
administration.
Right on, Spiro!

’Beg, Mothers!’
In Joseph Heller’s best-selling novel, "Catch-22," one of the characters states
that it is better to die on your feet than to live on your knees."
This, unfortunately, is the very choice that has been offered to many unwed
mothers who have applied for aid from the Santa Clara County Welfare Department.
Before she could be considered as a possible recipient of welfare benefits, a
woman has been required to fill out a paternity questionnaire which Welfare
Director Frederick B. Gillette has conceded, under pressure, is "offensive and
degrading."
Among the questions which applicants had to answer are:
When did you first have sexual relations with ( the alleged father)?
Did you and the alleged father ever spend time together at a hotel or motel?
How often did you have sexual relations with ( the alleged father)?
We realize that an effort must be made to try to establish paternity in such cases.
The responsibility of the father certainly extends as far as that of the mother. But
how do questions such as those listed above help to do anything but cause embarrassment to people who have already suffered too much?
ripplicant Who decides to fight for :1er rights and refuse to complete the
,:,, ire is denied aid, and any woman who tries to protect some measure of
ias privacy by "altering the facts" in her answers is subject to a perjury conviction.
To protest this questionnaire, a group of Welfare Rights leaders met Gillette on
Thursday and announced that if nothing was solved there, they would "go to
’ rimento and see Gov. Reagan."
That should solve the problem...say by 1984.

"No, it’s not chicken soup ... but you’re

getting close."

Thrust and Parry

No-Knock, I.S.A., Rutherford
Freedom Lost
The -no-knock- law perhaps need not
be feared by -reasonable- men
(whoever they are), as Dick Piland’s
letter indicates in Wednesday’s Doily,
but that law can’t be justified as
anything other than an erosion of our
civil liberties.
It is hardly protecting ones life and
property to have the police burst in
unannounced
in
most
so-called
"criminal" situations. Maybe they should
break down bedroom doors because
under our ridiculous sex lawslawsmind youmany common acts are
illegal.
One has to be naive to think the police
(especially in less enlightened areas of
this nation) will only use this new law
for absolutely legitimate purposes.
Perhaps the majority of police will
remain responsible, but there are
clways going to be many who will be
able to justify fascist tactics and
repression under the new law.
This is simply another excellent
example of the erosion of our individual
liberties, of the individual’s once -sacred
sovereignty. Be they from the right or
left, is there no end to such threats?
Mike Nolan
Graduate Student

Tuition
In the summer of 1969, a bill was
passed by the State Assembly giving
authority to the Board of Trustees to
increase the tuition of the foreign
students, according to the specific
situation at the state colleges, within the
range of $200 to $700. This bill excluded
the foreign students who were already
enrolled at the colleges.
But this summer, the board of trustees
unjustly decided that the bill should
consider all foreign students, including
those who have already enrolled at the
college.
We protested the unjust decision of
the trustees and published an article in
the Spartan Daily on September 23,
stating our demands which were:
1. The cost per unit be reduced from
$20 to $12.
2. Tuition deferrals be granted to
foreign students.
3. Loans be made available to
foreign students.
During registration week advisers told
some foreign students that they could
pay the $77 fee during registration
week and postpone tuition until the end
of October.
Because of such a statement, the
Iranian Student Association put out a
leaflet and informed the rest of the
foreign students of this option. I.S.A.
also distributed leaflets in registration
lines. But the administration prevented
us from handing out these leaflets and
accused us of giving the wrong information. They declared, You ore confusing
the foreign students. Upon our request to clarify their
"double" position on the matter, they
simply said that there had been a
"mistake."
We believe that this is not a ’mistake on the part of the administration, but,
rather, it is a policy designed to cool off
the students’ protests, and to prevent
the spreading of the news all over the
campus.
We demand to hove a press conference with the foreign student advisers and the people who are in charge
of tuition matters in the college administration to clarify what this so-called

-mistake" is. We also demand or
apology from the foreign student advisers for the confusion they have
created. They should prepare answers
for the foreign students who cannot
continue their education.
Iranian Students Association

Thank You
Open letter to faculty and students,
I have asked the Daily to allow me this
opportunity to say publicly what the
press of time forbids me to say privately
to so many students and faculty on this
campus: Thank you so very much for all
you have done for me. The generous
support you have given me since those
cold and gloomy days last March is truly
the force that has sustained me and my
family these past several months.
Without that support, we could not have
carried on the struggle to regain my
faculty rights.
The first victory in this long and costly
back my job on
strugglewinning
August 4--belongs to all of us, and I
take comfort in this realization. I am
often comforted by the certain
knowledge that future victories,
restoring of my tenure and seniority
rights, will occur because the solidarity
of your support continues to grow with
each passing day.
No man is an island unto himself. And I
want all of you to know, you hove
shown me that it is good that this is so.
Again, my deepest appreciation,
Eldred E. Rutherford
Associate Professor of Psychology

Staff Comment

Minority
Reporter
By SKIP BAILEY
In my opinion, a black journalism
student like myself, catches more hell
and hassles than anyone studying
anything at anybody’s college.
The Spartan Daily staff is a hardworking and dedicated, as well as
talented crew and I am not just saying
that to save my grade in the class. But
dig on this fellow brothers and sisters ...
the only thing black in this room besides
o few of "us- is the telephone.
And
let you in on another secret,
although there is no such thing as a
printed secret...the writers up here don’t
have long hair, nor do they wear beads
as their editorials often suggest. If there
is such a thing as a "revolutionary"
wearing a tie and other conservative
"give -a -ways," it’s some of these people.
But getting back to the dark side, the
first thing a black in this field loses is his
language. Like when a white guy up
here asks me how are things, I reply,
-Oh I just trying to make it," and they
look back at you and say silently, "I
wonder what he’s making?"
But it’s like this in all my writing
classes. Some square that I by no means
envy, as he wishes I would, is rapping
about his trip to Europe. Looks like the
Temptations were right when they sang,
-hippies movin’ to the hills.- Another
thing about the Daily, you can’t very well
hold a job...ha ha ha. Well, that doesn’t
bother me as it would most brothers. Ya
see, I’m from East Oakland and out there
you don’t have to hold a job to "make it,
Yeah. President Bunzel you better lock
your office, I might hit you, first.

By ROBERT CAREDIO
The Whole Truth- article of Tuesday,
Sept. 29 seemed truthful enough but
not acceptable! How con a student
newspaper morally patronize a nonunion print shop? Furthermore, how can
the Daily "not take a position favoring
either organized labor or the ownership
of Suburban Newspapers?"
It is understandable that the Daily is
caught in a financial bind like most
California educational institutions. The
state budget is largely out of the hands
of the students and faculty.
But why must the school paper be
printed daily by a non-union shop? One
obvious alternative is to have the paper
printed by a union shop for only three
days of the week instead of five.
Students and faculty members who
made this decision must be far removed
from the nationwide labor-management
struggle.
Didn’t students learn from the Delano
grape strike, which continued for five
years, that unions are helpless without
moral support. Moral support for the
Delano strike was a consumer boycott.
The closest example of the union management struggle was Eldred
Rutherford’s and David Mage’s efforts, in
conjunction with the teachers’ union,
AFT. These men were being ousted from
their jobs largely because of their
political affiliation. Without the AFT,
these men would have been written off
long ago, and they may still be.
The Daily editors should wake up!
Morally, their paper should not be
produced by a non-union shop. If the
employees of Suburban Newspapers Inc.
do vote for the union (as you said on surely, "probably- by mid -October) do
you think printing costs will stay the
same? The employer must give his
workers higher pay and better benefits.
It seems the Daily figures on saving
money while the cost to the employees
for lost wages and better benefits rises.
A rumor which filtered bock to me,
expressed by members of the Daily
staff, pin -pointed another problem of
working with a non-union shop. The
Daily editors are spending much more
time at their new shop, until about 1:30
and 2 a.m.
The state has not spent more money
but they are now putting in overtime
with a less efficient printer.
Editor’s Note: There are several errors
in Mr. Caredio’s rationale.
1) The ownership of Suburban
Newspapers, Inc., on Sept. 29,
petitioned the National Labor Relations
Board for an election. That election will
take place within a month.
2) Is Mr. Caredio suggesting that the
Daily print three days a week at a union
shop and two days at a non-union?
Obviously that is impractical. If the Daily
were reduced to a three -times a week
paper, we would be missing the news
that occurs on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
3) Should the workers decide to join a
union, it is stipulated in the Daily contract that printing costs will remain the
same.
4) It is also stipulated in the Daily
contract that the ownership of Suburban
Newspapers will not take any steps to
block unionization.
5) The late hours kept by Daily
staffers during the first week of classes
were not due to the non-union aspect of
the shop, but to mutual problems on our
part and the printers, both of whom
were getting used to new working
conditions. The problem has been
greatly improved of late.
6) The Daily is under no "moral
obligation" to deliver the employees to
the International Typesetters Union or
the Western Graphic Arts Union. Our
obligation, not as newsmen, but as
citizens, is to see that every worker in
the United States has the opportunity to
join a union if he so wishes. We are
h
tcoantf.ident
the NLRB election will insure
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/ Nixon Extends Draft

ti

Compiled From Associated Press
WASHINGTON
President Nixon ordered Wednesday a three-month extension of the draft liability of
men who enter the 1970 draft
pool with lottery numbers
already reached by their
local boards.
The Selective Service System, announcing Nixon’s
executive order, said it
would affect only "relatively
small numbers of registrants."
Men with numbers not
called during 1970 ( boards
throughout the nation have
been limited to numbers no
higher than 195 so far) will,
as previously planned, move
into a lower priority in 1971.
Wednesday’s order does not
affect them.
It does, however, affect
any man who loses a deferment or exemption and
becomes 1-A during 1970,
after his local board has
called lottery numbers as
high as the one he holds.
Many boards have already
gone back to calling lower
numbers as former students
and others with low numbers
become available.

Without yesterday’s order,
a man entering the pool late,
with a number between the
highest one previously
reached and the ones currently being called, might
have escaped the draft this
year.
That would have foiled one
of the main aims of the
lottery system instituted last
December ( to call men by
numbers insuring fairness
to all.
Nixon now has ordered
that such men will be given
top priority for draft calls
during the first three months
of 1971.
If any remain undrafted by
that time, they will join their
1970 colleagues in the second
priority pool, leaving first
priority to the new "prime"
group which was assigned
lottery numbers last July 1.
But draft spokesmen said
they do not expect to have
enough "in-between" men to
fill three months of draft
calls, much less have any
left over.
They were unable to
estimate how many would be
affected.

Truck Explosion

SPRINGFIELD, Mo A
truck loaded with commercial explosives blew up
after it had apparently been
hit by a sniper’s bullet on the
western edge of Springfield
early Wednesday. The truck
driver was presumably
killed.
The Missouri Highway
Patrol reported a few hours
later two men and two
women had been arrested in
connection with the case.
Their names were withheld.
A witness told authorities
he saw a man in a passing
car fire a shot at the truck as
it approached the Springfield
city limith on U.S. Interstate
44.
The truck was operated by
Tri-State Motors, Inc., of

Joplin, Mo., which specializes in transportation of
explosives and radioactive
materials.
The firm has been struck
by Teamsters Local 1832
since Sept 14.
The FBI joined sheriff’s
officers and the highway
patrol in the investigation.
There was no immediate
identification or indication of
motive.
The blast, felt 15 miles
away, dug a crater 30 feet
deep and 50 feet wide in the
highway, blocking all four
lanes. It caused considerable
damage in the area.
The truck driver was
identified by the company as
John Galt, 48, of Oklahoma
City.

Unruh Lashes Reagan
BERKELEY
Jess
Unruh said yesterday Gov.
Reagan is playing into the
hands of young revolutionaries and campus violence is
liable to get worse.
"During
the
Ronald
Reagan years, we have had
over 300 riots and disturbances on 20 campuses,"
Unruh said. "There is every
indication that the trouble
may get worse, despite
Reagan’s incredibly naive
prediction last week that we
will have comparative peace
on campus this year."
The Democratic gubernatorial hopeful spoke at the
Boalt Hall plaza of the University of California. About
200 students sang "Happy
Birthday" to him when he
told them it was his 48th
birthday.

VV

Reagan has failed to take
action to block campus
violence, Unruh said.
"When the revolutionaries
shout, he shouts. They shout
at the system, and he plays
right into their hands by
shouting at the whole university system," he said.
Unruh called for explusion
of students and faculty
members found guilty of
violence and a set of campus
rules for demonstrations
backed up by a system of
student -faculty marshals
comdisciplinary
and
mittees.
"Faculties and adminisassume
must
trations
responsibility for maintaining campus order. And
they must be given the
authority to carry out that
responsibility," Unruh said.

People’s Park

SAN FRANCISCO U.S.
District Ceurt Judge Stanley
Weigel turned down Wednesday former Alameda
County Deputy Sheriff Lawrence Riche’s motion to halt
further trials on civil rights
charges stemming from
shootings at the 1969
"People’s Park" riots in
Berkeley.
Riche was acquited Sept.
16 of depriving William
Rundle of Berkeley of civil
rights after a 10-day federal
jury trial Monday and
another October 15 in connection with other shootings.
Attorney James Crew
asked the judge to dismiss
the charges in both cases on

71

grounds that Riche was subjected to double jeopardy.
Weigel denied the motion
and also one to delay the
start of the new trial two
weeks pending an appeal to
the U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Riche goes on trial Monday on charges in the
shotgun wounding of Allan
Franke, Clarence Edson and
Richard Ehernberger.
On Oct. 15, he and Deputy
Sheriff Leonard Johnson go
on trial on charges of discharging shotguns at James
Rector, who subsequently
died, and Allan Blanchard,
who was blinded.

BACK FROM AFRICA -with a drum and a headful of experience and beautiful black memories, is Jimmy Clewis,
one of 15 students who spent the summer touring the
United States and Afri^a. During the trip materials were
gathered and programs were discussed for future black
studies courses.

Tempory Job Positions

Blacks Tour U.S., Africa
By VICTOR JAN(. and
KEN ENCINAS
Daily Staff Writers
"It was an invaluable experience," exclaimed Dr.
Leonard Jeffries of the SJS
Black Studies department.
This summer he guided a
cross-section of students,
faculty and black professionals on a successful twopart tour of black communities from Oakland the Bay
Area to Dalaba, (;uinea, in
Africa.
The first tour was of black
America. Beginning in July,
Dr. Jeffries and 15 black
students traveled the United
States observing and participating in black communities
in Oakland, San Francisco,
and East Palo Alto in the
Bay Area, to Watts and
Compton near Los Angeles,
south to Jackson State,
Tuskegee, and Atlanta, to
Washington D.C., Newark,
and Harlem on the East
Coast.
Compton, a town with an
all -black government, in -

Fresno State

3

the council to advise him on
matters concerning minority
students and "in the
development of programs
and services for these
students."
Baxter said he would
announce the names of the
appointments when they
accepted the posts,

XEROX
COPIES
Free Collating 7 Colors
Legal, 3 Hole Punched Paper

3 FREE COPIES WITH THIS AD
LANCER COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos St.
287-7550

In Atlanta Dr. Jeffries
recalls that the 15 -story
Citizens Trust Bank is black
owned.
Fifteen students, eight
faculty and 12 professionals
went on the African tour,
which began in August.
"The African trip was
more than I expected even
though I’ve been there 12
times before," said Dr.
Jeffries.
The group traveled down
West Africa through the
Ivory Coast, Ghana, Republic of Guinea and Senegal.
They visited Ghana’s technical school, Kumasi University. "It was fantastic to
see so many black doctors of
engineering
especially
when you
look around
iiere ( SJS) and see so few."
Dr. Jeffries was especially
impressed by his visit to the
Republic of Guinea.
"We were probably the
only American group that
has been permitted to visit
that country that extensively
in a long time," remarked

Experimental College Moves I Candidate
Sees Crisis

By RICHARD KENDALL
Daily Staff Writer
Experimental college is
getting a new home and the
College Union positions of
program advisor and art
coordinator, have been put
on a temporary basis as a
result of motions passed
Tuesday by the College
Union Board of Governors.
The graduate students will
be called advisers. The full
time professional administrator, a position which may
be reinstalled later, will
have the title of program
director.
A motion by board
member Steve Brennan to
move Experimental College
to the office space currently
designated for the program
director, passed 6 to 2.
Another part of that motion
moved the program director’s office into quarters
adjacent to CU director Ron
Barrett’s office.
Funded by the AS., Ex -

Attempt
Assault
Of Coed
Young women at SJS
should not walk alone at
night, warned Chief of
Detectives Barton L. Collins
following this semester’s
first attempted attack on a
coed here.
The 21 -year-old coed was
accosted by a man in the
entranceway to her apartment early Monday morning, police said. Before the
attack, she had noticed a
figure in the shadows as she
stepped from her car to
carry some packages to her
room. As she walked to her
apartment complex, the
attacker ran up and caught
her about six feet from the
entranceway.
The attacker fled, however, after she bit him and
screamed when he attempted to place his hand
over her mouth.
Collins explained that the
darkened streets of the SJS
area are frequently the
scenes of rapes, attempted
rapes and muggings, adding
that he expected "another
year of problems on campus.’’
Last semester, there were
a number of rapes and attempted rapes on and near
campus, most of which
occurred in the poorly
lighted areas surrounding
SJS- especially around the
campus dorm area.

perimental College had been
working out of space in the
A.S. government area. The
program deals with classes
not offered by SJS.
The post of program director was resigned by Mary
Hudzikiewicz,
effective
Wednesday. A board resolution at a previous meeting
authorized Barrett to appoint an interim program

adviser probably for one
semester, until the issue surrounding the job could be
resolved.
The board approved the
hiring of Robert Griffin and
Penny Terry to the position.
They are in their final
semester of their master’s
program in recreation. They
will share the full time
duties.

EDITORS NOTE: This is the
first in a series of articles
interviewing legislative and
congressional candidates in
Santa Clara County,
By ELLEN BEVIER
Daily Staff Writer
"When
we
criticize
society, we must indicate a
basic awareness of the
miracle of organization it
takes to even get the milk
delivered,"
commented
Stuart McLean, Democratic
candidate for the 10th
District Congressional seat
now held by Charles Gubser
in an interview earlier this
week.
McLean, 41, waging his
first campaign for public
office, wants the U.S. out of
S.E. Asia no later than June
30, 1971, organization of a
volunteer armed force, clear
priorities and regional enforcement to save the Bay
Area environment and conversion of the defense oriented Santa Clara County
economy to a social industrial complex working to
improve not only the
physical but the cultural
environment of the U.S.
McLean contends that
strong regional control,
prevention of construction of
the southern bay crossing,
the peripheral canal, San
Jose jetport and industrial
manipulation of the Bay
Area Pollution Control
District will help to save
local environment but added
that a comprehensive land
use policy and stiffer fines
and publicity for polluters
are also prerequisites.
McLean, a Presbyterian
minister and lecturer in
management at Santa Clara
University,
said
that
violence and destruction on
campus are criminal acts
and perpetrators should be
prosecuted.
"The future depends on the
distinction between creative

and destructive
social begin an orderly military
change," he said. Adding withdraw’ to be concluded no
that he disagreed with the later than June 30, 1971.
In the Middle East on the
"meat cleaver" approach of
Vice President Spiro T. other hand, McLean believes
Agnew and Attorney General that the U.S. has a national
John Mitchell, McLean interest in assisting a
is
which
commented that he is ap- government
palled that police are "as "definately not a dictatorthat
poorly trained as they are." ship." But he added
"A barber receives more U.S. militarily involvement
education
than
a
only come as a last resort.
policeman." Police need to
Mcl.ean was on the ethnic
trained studies committee at SCU
effectively
be
because they are expected to and was an organizer of the
Ethnic Studies Department
there.
McLean says he supports
the Presidents welfare
program but said that the
$1000 minimum income is too
low for families living where
the cost of living is higher
than the national norm.
Administration tactics to
stop inflation have only
increased the cost of housing
construction and industrial
would
He
investment.
to
legislation
support
counteract this trend.

perform a wide variety of
diverse duties.
He advocated psychological testing for police
trainess to insure that
"sadists"’ can’t become
part of the force and be given
the opportunity to vent their
hatred.
the
termed
McLean
current South Vietnamese
government a fascist regime
and said the U.S. should
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Frankel said he will work
for a change in priorities in
law and order. "A person
caught stealing a car may
get a long prison term," he
explained. "But a perSoh
who commits a racial crime
may get off with just a slap
on the wrist. It’s time to put
people first."
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Frankel said the Socialist
Workers Party is fighting to
rectify social injustices, and
works in total harmony with
other groups which want
political and social change,
such as the women’s
liberation movement and
Chicano political parties.

is

stalls

atilotillf

Spartan Daily, Frankel said,
"It’s time to take a serious
look at the present a1 ministration’s record. Instead of using funds to help
bring the troops back from
Vietnam, Governor Reagan
has used his power to support the war. He has not done
anything about pollution,
though he easily could have.
And instead of promoting
more political freedom, he
has instilled repression after
repression on our campuses."

Dr. Jeffries. He said in this
country Guinea receives
touch bad publicity but that
his visit "was the most
fantastic experience of my
life.
-Guinea
has
pulled
together what the other
countries are still trying to
get started," stated Dr.
Jeffries.
Dr. Jeffries was impressed
by the well -planned cities
and the natural countrysides
and the sportaneous friendship of the people of the
African countries visited.
At one point he recalled the
villagers lining up by the
roads to meet their tour bus.
The highlight of the trip was
a visit with Miriam Makeba,
African singer and wife of
militant-in -exile Stokley
Carmichael, at their home in
Dalaba.
"They lived ins hut," said
Dr. Jeffries, but he went on
to describe the intricately
woven roof design, combined
with beautiful interior
paneling and wall-to-wall red
carpeting.
The trips, planned last
spring, partly through the
extension services with the
help of Dr. Frank Willey;
partly through donations
from the faculty and people
in the community including a
contribution from Academic
Vice President Dr. Hobert
Burns; and partly from Dr.
Jeffries own pocket.
"But the students themselves raised most of the
money," he stated. The Ford
Foundation grants which Dr.
Jeffries hoped would finance
the tour, fell through. This
put many of the students
personally in debt.
However, Dr. Jeffries
plans to continue the
program this summer.
"Even if only 15 students
go it will be worth it," says
Dr. Jeffries. He hopes the
program will better prepare
the student for his studies
and help them to relate to the
black community.
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STUART D. MCLEAN
....a candidate

11.111.. 11.1

The Place To Get
518 S. 10th

By KEN RAMSDELL
Daily Staff Writer
Citing a deepening social
crisis, David Frankel,
lieutenant governor candidate on the Socialist Workers
ticket, said yesterday there
is an immediate need for
total social and political
change in California.
In an interview with the

McLean Sees Creative Change
As Vehicle to Social Progress

ail

EFESNO The newly-appointx:1 president of Fresno
Stat.( College says he is
haviig difficulty getting
people to accept appointment to his Minority Advisor! Council.
Dr.Norman A. Baxter announed Sept. 21 he had
asked10 persons to serve on

spired Dr. Jeffries to
propose the establishing of
city government, an internship program between that
community. and SJS.
While at Jackson State
University, Mississippi, students were housed adjacent
to the scene of the shootings
by state troopers last spring.
"We had a fantastic time,"
said Dr. Jeffries, describing
the group’s visit at Jackson.
"Some of the students had
a chance to meet their
relatives." Many black
students at SJS come from
families transplanted from
Mississippi.
He commented, upon
seeing their relatives, "the
negative picture of the
Missksipi
black
was
definitely changed."
The visits to Tuskegee,
Ala., and Atlanta, Ga., were
significant in Dr. Jeffries’
opinion, because of the
variety in black people
ranging from rural to urban,
activist to middle class to
capitalist.
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TV Review

Artist Shows Fish

ABC Creats New Series
By Borrowing From Old
By CHRIS LESLIE
Daily Entertainment Writer
Monday evening ABC
kicked off its new fall season
with a debut of two new
series. Neither are anything
new, just a borrowing and
mixture of other successful
shows.
Picture the three young
cops of "Mod Squad" in a
court of law and you essentially have the plot of "The
Young Lawyers."
A young man and a girl not
yet out of law school and
under the guidance of an
experienced lawyer with
faith in the younger generation are doing their best to
bring legal assistance to the
poor and down trodden.
Monday night they so
successfully pleaded the
case of a young doctor in a
malpractice suit that the
plantiff dropped the case in
the middle of the young
lawyer’s closing remarks. It
was very touching.
However, as trite as it
sounds, I think this show will
enjoy much of the same
success that its parent, "The
Mod Squad," has had for the
past three years.
It has all the same
elements of appeal to the
social
current
youth,
problems and a bridging of
the generation gap.
Lee J. Cobb does a good
job playing the teacher and
adviser. Zalman King and
Judy Pace are unknown but
talented people playing the

part of the two young
lawyers This series will be
around for a long time if it
can compete with NBC’s
Laugh-In,
ABC follows this with
another new series, "The
Silent Force." This one
should make Mr. and Mrs.
America rest easy. It is the
story of three special
government agents protecting our country from
enemies from within and
without. The program opens
with a quote from the late
Robert F. Kennedy when he
was Attorney
General
speaking on the importance
of fighting organized crime
with the same tactics that
organized
crime
uses
against good American
citizens. This attempt to give
the program authenticity
and an element of truth fails
misserably.
The show is nothing more
than a mixture of "Mission
Impossible," "It Takes a
Thief" and "The FBI."
However, it fails to capture
the elements of excitement
and daring that these shows
have managed to provide.
The regulars include Ed
Nelson, Lynda Day, and
Percy Rodreques. They are
all unknowns and now
everyone knows why they
were never heard of before.
If every show lives up to
the standards set Monday
night it will soon receive its
just rewardcancellation.

The five artistic aquaria
on display this week in the
College Art Gallery were
created by SJS student
Wesley Burns for his
master’s project.

t
..
TANKS ON PARADEStudents viewing Wesley Burns’ art aquaria appear
more interested by fish than fine art in the college gallery this week. The tanks
has c attracted a steady flow of visitors however.

RE: nA
NEWS

paid for by the Associated
Students. The station broadcasts at 90.7 on the FM dial,
has a power output of 85
watts, and on a low-smogday can be heard as far away
as Saratoga and Milpitas.
Students, faculty and
anyone who wants to can
hear KSJS everyday if they
live within the 30 or 40 blocks
which make up the "campus
community." Program
schedules for this semester
are still in the planning stage
but broadcasting began Mon.
Sept. 28. By tomorrow the
itinerary will be completed
and the station will adhere to
it throughout the semester.
Commensurate with their
ideal of giving the KSJS
audience a diverse and pleasurable evening of listening,
the ten students who
produce, direct, write, invent, jockey, interview and
handle all the mechanical
needs of the station have
arrived at a tentative
program for the next four
months.
Those tuning in from 6 to 7
p.m. will hear mostly news
and informational topics to
include a weekly, Monday
evening, five minute interview with College President Dr. Bunzel.
The 7 to 10 spot will be a
conglomerate of varying
music and humor shows. Bill
Craig will be questioning
members of the insignificant
majority on, "What is life?"
and "What do you do in
life?"
The musical portions will
include the Thurs. night
Symphonic Band concerts, a
Friday night old jazz program and a Monday evening Soul special
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crassly creature may have,
crept into the tank while the’
artist was engaged else -1,
where, but the intrigues
makes it an interesting
addition to the shaw.
The eerie and alien environments are balanced by
the restful aqua colored tank
on the wall near the door.
This is one of the most
populated aquaria and the
inhabitants seem to be
saying that not all fish in the
room are kinky.

ANNUAL FALL
RECORD EVENT

L

SJS-FM Voice
Starts To Blare
By TONY ROEGIERS
Daily Entertainment Writer
Firmly ensconced in the
dimly lit first floor of the
drama building is a secret
room full of tables laden with
wires, jacks, plugs and other
electronic
paraphernalia.
The narrow vestibule linking
this chamber with the outside world is equally cluttered and through it the ten
inhabitants pass from time
to time.
This room was built into
the drama edifice at its inception about eight years
ago. A select few students
and faculty know why it’s
there. The Associated Students become dimly aware
of it when budgets are submitted but can never quite
put their political finger on
its function.
It has been licensed by the
federal government for six
years. Last semester it
received an allocation of
$1900 with which to carry out
its mission. It survived two
years with no money whatsoever due to the misty
confusion which cloaks its
"raison d’etre."
There is one cluethe
room’s only attempt at
pretensewhich give’s one a
hazy understanding of what
it’s all about. That is a
yellow, dog-eared sign which
boasts of "KSJS, the FM
voice of SJS, within."
KSJS is a radio station,
owned by the State of
California and occasionally

The sculptures combine a
livable environment for fish
with the differeent shapes,
sizes and colors of the tanks
providing an esthetic background. The fish are matched in color and ornamentation with their homes.

une giant crunsun pin
wheel houses a plumed and
lacy piscean which might
have come from Amsterdam’s red light district.
sausage -like
The
aquarium at one end of the
gallery complements its
neighbor which may have
been the window in Captain
Nemo’s bed chamber, while
an obsidian-like orb so dark
that the genus of the inhabitant is left to the imagination
hangs across the room. Any
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The Firing Line

Dr. Bunzel: "My First Responsibility Is to the Institution"

EDITOR’S NOTE: Dr. John
1. Bunzel, SJS new college
,resident, was interviewed
d his office by Daily Editor
Craig Turner and Wire
Editor Earl Reason.

..Spartan Daily: Who is the
college president most
responsible to --the taxpayers, faculty, students, or
trustees?
President John H. Bunzel:
Well, my first responsibility
as president has to be to this
institution and this institution is made up of
several important constituencies: the faculty, the
students and the staff. I think
that without trying to arrange them in any priority it
LI, perfectly clear that the
chief officer of any institution must try to weigh
the interests of the students
against the interests of the
faculty.
I think that it’s perfectly
clear, too, that at institutions like SJS there are
some other constituencies
,ather than these internal
les that a college president
Loday must also take
seriously -- the alumni
association, many of the
8coups of people who have a
very much vested interest in
and some dedication to the
college.
1 his of course brings us
directly to the question of the
role of an institution of
higher education to the
public. The Board of
Trustees is the delegated
agthority to oversee the state
college system. A college
president clearly must be
, concerned with working out
the best relationships with
that board and the chanoellor’s office. So I think,
,nindful of the fact that the
, public today is considerably
impatient,
angry
and
roused, that any college
peesident would be foolish if
he tried to overlook the fact
’ that all of these groups are
varying kinds of constituencies to which he must
igive considerable attention.
I I personally have made it
Iclear on many occasions that
nay primary obligation and
my primary concerns and
sympathies are with the
r’,:culty and students of this
institution.
Spartan Daily: All state
employees
this
year
,received pay raises except
’college faculty and administrators. What effect is
this budget cut having on the
college? Do you view this as
La punitive measure by the
legislature?
. Dr. Bunzel: Well I think
that it has to be said clearly,
and I have tried to do this in
a number of different contexts, that this kind of
Ipunitive economy is counter
productive and that all of us
:n the state are going to
suffer.
There’s no doubt that
faculties are demoralized by
not only the fact that they
,zere entitled to a salary inrease, but that a number of
ther programs important to
I.tstudents as well as faculty
been seriously jeorave
irdized.
When the legislature
’ oceived the budget of the
.overnor, which was bare
.ones to begin with, the com:aittee that worked over the
,udget proceeded to cut
aeveral million more dollars
ut of the budget. I don’t
link there can be much
uestion that in an important
,ense they were responding
C pressures that I think reAted in punitive economy
sr the state colleges.
Spartan Daily: In the
,ecent Rutherford and
f.urzweil cases at SJS,
’hancellor Glenn S. Dumke
assumed
jurisdiction’
er acting president Hobert
urns and fired Rutherford
ad denied tenure to Kurzel. How do you feel about
ntervention by the chanellor on campus affairs?
t fairs?
Dr. Bunzel:
"You’re
:tising a question of prin:pie and you’re raising one
hat is deeply important to

me. I can perhaps best answer this by letting you know
of some of my comments at
the recent trustees meeting
in which the whole role of the
chancellor’s office to the
campuses with respect to
disciplinary matters was reviewed.
I think that the first thing
to be said is that I am very
much opposed to the notion
that if a man on any campus
is now in the process of
having his grievances appealed and the procedures
were started sometime in the
summer or last spring, with
the expectation that certain
procedures would continue,
he should be told now, in the
late innings of those procedures, that the rules are to
be changed or in some way
modified so his expectations
will no longer be fulfilled.
I find this a very serious
breach of faith and I said so
at the trustees meeting.
I spoke very strongly
against the notion that there
is a hint of an ex post facto
consideration and spoke
very strongly against the
notion that there might even
be a bill of attainder possibility. It is wrong to change
the rules in the middle of a
grievance procedure.
Spartan Daily: What about
future grievances and how
are the new rules going to
affect them?
Dr. Bunzel: Well, the new
rules deserve very carefull
study and lam going to issue
a memorandum to the
faculty trying to compare
the changes with what has
been in effect in the past and
I would like to reserve any
comment on the new
changes. There are some
advantages to the new
system but I also think there
are some points in it that I’m
not too happy with. But I
think that one would have to
make judgments carefully.
.. Spartan Daily: In a recent
interview you were quoted as
saying faculty members
"have defaulted on many of
our responsibilities." What
did you mean by that?
Dr. Bunzel: I think that a
minority of faculty members
are very often in the situation of trying to take different forms of political
action. A great consequence
of this is that not only is the
university
increasingly
politicized by the actions of
the minority but the great
majority of the faculty are
hurt.
A great majority of the
faculty are punished by the
backlash of the public who do
not understand that the
minority of the faculty do not
represent the majority. The
minority get the headlines.
Where we have defaulted is
that too many faculty members have been remaining
neutral, staying in their
offices
or
remaining
anonymous when matters of
this kind come to public
attention. I think too many
faculty members have defaulted in not coming out
publicly and making it clear
that as a majority they will
not remain silent when the
university is being manipulated by faculty members
who for their own political
ends would like to see the
university become something more than an educational institution.
This, I think, is essentially
the real reason why higher
education is today in considerable trouble and disfavor with the public.
Now, I don’t believe that
the public by itself is the best
yardstick for what is right or
wrong in higher education.
But the facts are clear that
a public institution such as
SJS is responsive not only to.
the whims of the public but to
the realities of legislative
budgeting. And part of our
problem, in my opionion is to
try and make certain that
the larger public outside the
campus leaves us alone in
trying to handle our own
affairs.
The most pressing problem for all colleges and
universities throughout the

TGIF PARTY
Friday Oct. 2
9 D.M. to 1 a.m.

country is to withstand the
pressures from outside the
campus and also to make
certain that the faculty and
students within do not go
beyond the permissible
bounds of civilized and
academic behavior. And I
believe that there is a great
deal of latitude on a free
campus such as SJS.
Spartan
Daily:
You
received a great deal of
attention
during
the
troubles at San Francisco
State because of an article
you wrote in the Public Interest magazine criticizing
the SFS Black Studies
department as designed by
Nathan Hare. At the time,
you called the program a
"political induction center."
Do you think that the
publicity you received then
will have an adverse affect
on your dealings with the
mluorities students
programs at SJS’
Dr. Bunzel: This question
is one of those that is most
important to me and I appreciate your asking it
because it gives me a chance
to set some facts straight.
I had been, since 1966, an
early supporter of a sound
ethnic studies program . In
1966 this wasn’t exactly the
fashion. At SFS those of us on
the faculty working with the
administration in trying to
develop a sound program not
only in Black Studies but in
other areas of ethnic concern, wanted to see some
academic substance.
The difficulty at SFS was
that the concept of Black
Studies was more political
than educational and did not
reflect the views of those
were sympathetic to this
program. Rather it was the
reflection of a certain
political group within the
black students union. My
argument was an attempt to
say that no self-respecting
academic institution can
allow any program to
become a political induction
center for any revolution. It
ought to be broad enough so
that all varieties of opinion
within the discipline can be
entertained. Students of any
background should be able to
benefit from a very important program and that
they would not, in taking
courses in Black Studies or
Chicano studies or whatever
the program, would be
getting a single point of view.
These are my concerns
about the program at SFS
and interestingly enough, in
fall, 1969, when the Black
Studies program started,
hundreds of students took
different courses. In the
spring semester, the enrollment in those courses
dropped 50 per cent. And one
of the reasons why is that the
students themselves, and
they are often the best
judges of what they’re getting and whether it has any
value, found too many of
those courses unacceptable.
One of the pleasures of
coming to SJS is to discover
that the Black Studies program here, with a faculty
that is deeply concerned
about high standards and
academic integrity, is a program that already shows
promise of becoming one of
the best degree programs in
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this affect your views on
radicalism?
Dr. Bunzel: It would takes
long time to describe all of
the things that happened at
that convention and my own
experiences and reactions. It
was one of those experiences
in life that one takes a long
time in trying to sort out. I
was very depressed when I
came back from Chicago.
Not only had my own particular candidate for the presidency been killed, but, I
saw at Chicago the signs that
we were moving as a country
into what can only be described as further polarization.
I am one who abhors the
idea that a democratic
society, if it wants to maintain its freedom, can ever
move on important problems
if any group or any of the
factions within a society turn
to violence. I think we saw in
Chicago the kind of violence
and the combustible atmosphere that we’ve now
seen in more recent years on
the campuses. It was a very
depressing experience.
I’m very much concerned
that we have still not
resolved the problems in
this society that will allow us
to try to work on them peacefully. If we cannot work on
them peacefully, if the
assumption on the part of
any group is that violence is
the way to go, then I think
that the violence will come

massively not from the Left,
but from the Right.
As one who has studied the
whole problem of ex cremist
behavior, and my last bcok
dealt with extremism of the
Left and the Right, I am
terribly concerned that we
do not allow our political
system ever to get to the
point where one must choose
between , either the fascist
tendency of the Left or the
fascist tendency of the Right.
If we ever get to the point
where we have to choose one

of those extremes, I do not
believe that in this country
there is enough reason to believe that there would be any
other alternative but seeing
the country go to the Right.
That I think would be a very
serious consequence.
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RAY STEVENS
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ROCK CONCERT
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MULTI -MEDIA
workshop 4:00 p.m. daily
dance electronic sound
Light show

painting

sculpting concrete poetry
performances 6:00 p.m. daily
ARCANUM sunday 800 p.m
displays carnival

exhibits

tickets available at all major
bay area box offices
for further information call
797-8333
from SEPTEMBER 30
through OCTOBER 4
fremont central park
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4290 El Camino Real -Palo Alto

the country.
I am deeply committed to
its support and I have
already indicated to the
chairman of that department
and to the members of that
faculty that I want to give it
as much support as possible.
I also feel very strongly
about the Mexican -American graduate studies program. I think this has also
tremendous potential and
promise. It’s a serious
program. They are concerned with educational
needs and opportunities. It’s
the first graduate program
of its kind in the country.
I think SJS has every
reason to want to support it.
Now it is perfectly true that
many black students on this
campus may feel as a result
of my activities and involvement at SFS that somehow I
am not supportive of their
interests much less the
Black Studies program here.
But I would hope that
with time and understanding
that they would come to
understand that not only in
the last few years but most of
my adult years, the problem
of minorities in this country
has been my single most
important concern. I consider it to be the most serious
problem of our country and
the top problem that remains
on the unfinished agenda of
this nation.
Spartan Daily: According
to another news story, you
have long been an outspoken
critic of the Vietnam War.
When did you first become
actively opposed to the war?
Dr. Bunzel: When I was
teaching
at
Stanford
University back in the late
50’s and early 60’s, there
were indications of many
voices who wanted to see us
get involved in some
capacity in Southeast Asia at
that time. I was opposed to
the U.S. getting involved
then.
I have been opposed to our
foreign policy with respect to
the Far East for the last 15
years. I think the Vietnam
War personally has been a
disaster for this country and
when I was a member of the
Robert Kennedy delegation
from California and went as
a delegate to the Democratic Convention in 1968, I
voted for the peace plank at
that convention. My views
about the Vietnam War
haven’t changed.
Spartan Daily: The protest
and violence at the Democratic ConventionHow did
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Dewey King-SJS’ Talented Grid Mentor
cause of his experience,
technical proficiency and
rapport with his fellow
coaches and players," according to SJS Athletic
Director Bob Bronzan.
King, 42, earned his
Bachelor of Science Degree
from the University of North
Dakota in 1950 and his
Master of Science from the
same school in 1966.
While at North Dakota,
King was starting center,

SJS football team lost a
tremendous man when Joe
McMullen resigned Monday,
but new head coach Dewey
King brings with him an experienced and talented background.
A native of Cando, N.D.,
King came to SJS in 1968 at
the request of McMullen to
coach the defensive backfield.
"He was the logical choice
Ni succeed McMullen be-

linebacker and signal caller.
King is a nationally recognized authority on pass defense. He even authored a
book on the subject entitled,
"Jericho-A Modern System
of Pass Defense."
A backfield coach at McKinley High in Canton. Ohio
from 1940-51, King then went
on to become assistant coach
at Michigan State in 1952.
While at Michigan State for
two years, the teams won

both the Big Ten and Rose
Bowl titles,
From 1954-59, King was
backfield coach at University of Pennsylvania. Kingcoached backfields at Penn
set offensive records that
still stand today.
King then moved on to
Rutgers for eight seasons
where he coached both offense and defense. In 1961 he
was defensive backfield
coach on an undefeated
Rutgers team that led the
nation in four different categories of pass defense,
In 1964, King’s defensive
unit ranked fifth in the nation
in rushing defense.
While most noted for the
defensive units he helped
mold at Penn and Rutgers,
King also has had extensive
experience at coaching of-

fense. In his words, "No one
studies and knows more
offense than a defensive coordinator. I’ve had to keep
up with all the new trends to
be effective coaching defensive units."
With obvious added responsibilities coming with his
appointment as Spartans’
head coach, King revealed
that "We’re currently looking for a competent individual to help coach our
pass defense."
In an 11 -year span, pass
defense units coached by
King allowed an average of
only 4.6 touchdowns per
season, while intercepting an
average of 14 passes a year.
SJS has lost a great man
and a great coach, but the
new head coach is obviously
a very competent man.

Gators Become Third Victim
Of Powerful VS Booters
An overpowering offensive
attack and a stingy defense
combined to give SJS soccer
squad their third victory
against no defeats, a 6-1

shot by Andre Marechal. The
score remained 1-0 until 4:39
of the second quarter when
Marechal took a pass from
Joe Timental and slammed
in his second goal of the night
and his fifth of the season.
One minute later Hadi
a
executed
Ghafouri
beautiful head shot over the
Gator goalie for the third SJS
goal. San Francisco got on
the board with 59 seconds left
in the first half as Chuck
Johnson ran past goalie
Gary St. Claire for the score.
Goals by Gary Alb, Edgar
Todlesky and Bob DeFelice
in the second half rounded
out the scoring. SJS took 55
shots-on-goal while allowing
the Gators only seven.

decision over the visiting San
Francisco State Gators.
The Spartans started off
slow, picking up just one goal
in the first quarter, a 10 yard
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McMullen Had Players
Believe in Themselves

DEWEY KING WITH BRODIE GREER AND AL

LG

5.3
2.0
3.6
2.7
3.1
4.3
2.3
8.0
2.0
-4.6

0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
10
32
7
10
18
13
8
2
7

2.6
2.6

3
5

35
18

NYG AVG.

Otis Cooper
Larry Brice
Wayne Oberreuter
Dale Knott
Jim Lassiter
Dave Morgan
Joe Hicks
Butch Ellis
Earl Sherman
Ivan Lippi

16
29
15
20
17
12
12
1
1
8

85
59
54
53
52
51
27
8
2
-37

SJS Totals
Opponent Totals

132
164

341
434

PASSING

PA

Ivan Lippi
63
Wayne Oberrueter 8

!

TD
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INT YDS PCT. TO
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1
0

21
1

1
3
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12
441
657

71
SJS Totals
Opponents Totals 87

22
45
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NO. YDS AVG.

Eric Dahl
Al Ghysels
Butch Ellis
Jim Lassiter
Larry Brice

6
6
5
4
1

165
103
109
52
12

22
45

441
657

SJS Totals
Opponent Totals

.333 3
.125 0
.310 3
.517 3
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73
56
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17.2
21.8
13.0
12.0

1
0
2
0
0

52
73
56
25
12

20.0
14.6

3
3

73
56
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Spartaguide
TODAY
German Club, 1:30 p.m.,
CU Diablo Room. All interested students and professors are cordially invited.
Women’s
Organizations
Meeting, 3:30 p.m., CU
Umunhum Room. Meeting is
for presidents or representatives and advisors.
Progressive Asian-American Coalition PAAC) 4 p.m.
CU ( ask info. booth). To talk
about community projects.
Sigma Delta Chi, 7 p.m. JC
208. SF Chronicle reporter
and former Spartan, Jim
Brewer to speak.
SDS, 7 p.m., New Wineskin, 10th & San Fernando St.
Support of auto strike, day
care center, national demonstration in San Jose.
Christian Science Organization, 7:30 p.m. Memorial
Chapel. All students and
faculty invited.
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m. JC 141.

Films of Ski Club activities
and a professionally -made
ski flick.
The Audubon Wildlife Film
Series, 8 p.m. Morris Dailey.
-Ranch and Range," Students 60 cents, Adults $1.
Steering
Intercultural
Committee, All Day, CU
Patio. International clubs
will have informational
booths set up.
DAILY
SJS Ski Club new membership recruitment in student
affairs business office.
Library orientation Tour,
10 a.m., 1 and 2p.m., through
Oct. 2. Tours begin at lobby
in Library Central and last
40 minutes.
TOMORROW
Arab Student Association,
2 and 7 p.m., E 132. Movie,
81.25.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m.
Ed.229. New members
welcome.

HAIR styling For Men
Latest in
Long Hair Styles
Call for appointment
293-2747

Jim’s Barbershop
Open Mondays

3rd St
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Former Bruin Assumes
Duties As Frosh Coach

Statistics
RUSHING

By SKIP BAILEY
Daily Sports Writer
Getting a one-word description of retiring head
football coach Joe McMullen
from some of his players was
difficult, and rightly so, but a
few varsity Spartans gave
their impressions and it fit
right along with the consensus that striving teams
will note of their chief.
Larry Barnes, a most
placekicker,
productive
commented "He made me
believe in myself ass placekicker...he firmly convinced
myself and each player
individually that ’he’ was the
most important player on the
field."
Everette Garmon, a tight
end and a good example of
how frosh prepares a player,
noted "He was a fairly good

By MIKE CONLEY
Daily Sports Writer
It’s hard to improve on an
18-3 record, but that’s what
Dave Waxman will be attempting as he takes over
the duties of Frosh basketball coach from Stan
Morrison. Morrison left SJS
after last season to assume a
similar position at the University of Southern California.
Waxman, a product of
Johnny Wooden’s UCLA
basketball factory, brings
with him seven years of
coaching experience. He was
a member of the 1960-63
Bruin teams and missed
playing on the national
champion team by one year.
After coming close in
Waxman’s junior and senior
years, the Bruins took all the
marbles in 1964 when they
were led by Walt Hazzard,
Gail Goodrich and Keith
Erickson. While the Bruin
Varsity was accomplishing
all this, Waxrnan was working on his master’s degree
degree and assisting the

UCLA Frosh coach.
Prior to attending UCLA
Waxman played at Hamilton
High School in Los Angeles
and Los Angeles City College. After leaving UCLA he
took over the B team at
Estancia High in Orange
County for one year, and
followed with two years of
coaching the junior varsity
squad at Estancia.
For the past two years
Waxman led the Newport
Harbor varsity to records of
12-12 and 17-8. During his
first year at SJS he will also
serve as assistant to varsity
coach Dan Glines.
Top prospects listed by
Waxman include Don Orndorff, a 6’7" All-State forward from Hawthorne,
Nevada; Pete Roberts, AllNorCal guard from Bishop
O’Dowd; Ron Nicholetti,
guard from Riordan, Calif.;
Dave Lucas, center-forward
from Leland, Calif.; Gary
DeYoung, forward from
Fremont, Calif.; and Terry
Caughell, a guard.

coach...mean at times but
you expect that from a good
coach. He did what was good
for the team."
John Leek, a fine middle
linebacker added "Students
don’t realize how much one
man has done to promote
football on and off the
field..the true work he put in
the team won’t reach a peak
until next year."
Tim Muller, offensive
guard, noted that he had
much "respect for the
man...he recruited me personally and I was really impressed with the things he
planned for SJS."
Cal Lewis, defensive back,
called McMullen a "very
enthusiastic coach."
Ron Tribble, also a
defensive back and speaking
from the driver’s seat of a
car full of footballers
heading to practice said "He
was an energetic coach as
far as getting things out of
people" ( "things" most
likely means 100 per cent).
another
Owens,
Cal
defensive back, noted the ex"great
coach was a
humanitarian, dedicated to
creating a good SJS-community relationship...dedicated to creating harmony
among players and staff."

BURBANK
Proudly Presents
Golden Era Film Hits
"NOW PLAYING"

DINN
* MARIE DRESSLER
BEERY
*WALLACE
* Lionel BARRYMORE
LOWE
EDMUNC

RAT
* JOHN BARRYMORE
HARLOW
*JEAN
*LEE TRACY
BURKE
*BILLIE

PLUS, ..Leslie Caron
-enchanting as
’AGM presents
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YOGA MEDITATION by Yogiloi Evangel. M
Sal 7 30 10 30 on, 2131 5487 70 Hawthorne
Way San Jose
51111.1.9 DANCING, Thls Fall study this ancient
dance The J.iltirnate in muscle control Coll
Zardo 268-9158

NEED A LIFT?

EUROPE
$225.00 r.t. from
West Coast
Christmas Flights $235.00
Fly one way for $150.00
Available flights from
N.Y. Flights
within Europe, Israel,
and the Orient
For information contact:
365.8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
SJSC members

JOE PIMENTEL-Playing outside-left for the SJS soccer
team this season is Joe Pimentel. In the first two games,
Pimentel has contributed two goals to the Spartan offense,
both coming against St. Mary’s.
-Daily photo by Bill Lovejoy

Intramurals

COLLEGE LIFE

They’re playing pretty
good touch football up at
south campus these days and
that’s exactly what the intramural program had in mind
when the A, B and C leagues
formed for competition.
The games, which start at
3:45 p.m. on three seperate
fields, could use a little more
attendance but everything
else seems to be in good
order. Sunshine and the Red
Horde will be going at it
today in the only listed
contest.

g ersorthre Hillside Herne 4 years old,
1 3 acre lo, fenced hit,
becrthiaking view
landscaped complete sprinkler system lots of
cement many nem covered who. 3 bed 1
w.builhin svel 60,
bath living on Family
Kitchen vr.2 owns_ Dishwosher disposal Cos torn braises. Carpeting throughout Fire Pia.
in living rrn has gas lighter 2 car gar w.outo
malic door opener 140 950 00 For informotron
.all Mrs Sauter 151-13274
1966 Cheney impale 2 Door Low Mileage
Radio II Heater Ewell., Coed St ISO or Offer
593 5949

WANT AIRMAN SHIPHIRD PUPPY not over 3
ma ARC. NOT NECESSARY Good Disposition
important. 2651116

19113 1114, Near.* Trans I Clutch Tonneau
Cover RUNS GREAT. $1150 or belt offer Coll
5915949

MEN WANTIO Re toyttu(toto ’,sternal or
ganiratron Change needed from the old to the
new look kn trolortot, Itto Vofit ott and &Huss
the ,,g,ri,es 610 p
weekdays 41 5
13th St

FOR BALL GUITAR, D Estes* Never Used w hard case 5200 00 Call now 297-8116 ask for
Jay

Can’t Steed Tato Mode, Apartment, 0,sit
Corner 3rd I Son Solvadore for
o
uncques o0d mernotobloa
ENCOUNTER
5
RESPONSISLI GROUP
1,,e,days 1 10 pm plus marathon 36,’. work
590 00 Call Leila Whoecombe 353 2032 Dr
11011 Gurnfon 356 3774 oher 5 pm

AIIIOMUIIVI:2.

51 GM( PANS’ oil or part Porsche Roll Bar
94,,,,110, Goodyeor E 70 15 White letter on 7
,n Comoro Ihrn 251 4996 Eves
’69 KAWASAKI, MACH III. 60 hp very fas,
$795 offer Coll 187 1159

for
Crusade
Campus
Christ believes that Jesus
Christ is the ultimate solution to the individual,
our society and our world.
Interested?
Come to the council chambers, top floor, Student Union,
Thursday evening at 7:30 to
hear more. All are welcome,
christrans or non-christrans.

I.) female roommates. 5 minutes from
pomp., Need Co, 550 2995313
GIRL* 2 Winn. Mod turn apartment
blk
51$ First floor Irw, opt Illhin kitchen Clean
Tile both pofip 9 300m to 2 4495 10th 292,337
FEMALE ROOMMATE N
FOR
2
BEDROOM LRG APT NEAR CAMPUS $62 FOR
3 593 FOR 2
670 5 101h Apt 4 New
goroge upper chv grad preferred
LAWN CNIREPUL ROOMS One moot ude
moon. Other w.balcony Both hove se -se
-creel A how* heat 4565 1 Ith St

ElleeeMbe Nee 11206,62. ..,,and silver
bons new disc OM. block Mother who’ AM
FM Iadia.51700-Wit offer Coll Naomi 227
18211
MILE TRUCK For Salo 5275 Divco (Berkeley
forms Type, Phone 736 5310
SCOTT 1600 snip 517$
cond 287 0204

eye 5350

superb

61 VW ’Boa’, good ’wrung tenditiOn
Call Mary 354 1603

$375-

VW RIPAIR. Hew. Rebuilt or Used Pens,
Sem t on Leber Pent. I will buy your
broLen down or wrecked vw. moremt. 02
Goodyear, LT 292.3760.
1959 VW VAN. Recent Rebuilt engine and
brakes 14 000rnil bed insulated 8690*, best
offer 793.0755, 375 N Sth
FRIDAY PUCK Downhill Racer with Robert
**Mord 50 mots Morris Doily Aud 700 loss
Fri Ott 2nd

3 foam., 3 1., Ic 1 MoOr $50 Erupneung 6
,

k.*" "
ID 6 Radio (looks El ea 393 0544

TECHN1COLOW
7 DATSUN 6999. 4 Door
511.10 1.00109
,.11,00 AM FM Rocha 207 2151
67 Triumph 01.6. Warr wheels wood dash 4
rodoolf Good condrhon Coll 294 2910
lttn
OR"..
Ihn
308
NANDI CAT. 6 mu old Morale opth all 0104
II 5 00 Coll 396 0353 nono,n,o0.
2C011 IMMO COMP .Ca,, lope Deck
5,u1 Cu, 211 4448 Oropn
9,0 ge. i
GUARANNI
$300 ask 5,,
P051111 C01.51C00115 Sen to onc,sco 11
Out of pont I.,
’
Aid
I.
the
oltnot
tooll14 hf mon., re
LottOcoterkt
oiler
funded Originally tn. Si 50 en

99, %nos

W. 1400 potImr 4,10061. 6.6
04th Co 94611
lull Piedmont A.

Commits WS 111111 lot F.’ 7 top. Anseo fire
421/ 165 1W 4 spd Pos. Disc <In etb
12 lur TR, 101, ?IS 9710

FINALE ROOMMATI ter 19 one bd rrn apt
wrgrad student Need car 155 Phone 296
8526
Donn Connect Weet Hall Highrise suite
Contact Monett* 7137 3481 Fm 1204A leave
message in rnaillso.
Donn Cesstreff West Moll High Rim suite con oar, available Contact Kathy or 287 3481 firn
7046 leave message in rnallbos
MIN ISO 15. pov bd rrn hitch pr. shah,
clean up dm or vet 295 9373

-.bore 2 Odors
’ ih St Ca11 Bob

Specious LLLLL y Apt. to, b,, girls or renMd
by the person for ,nlo phone 297-1814
FEMALE line-In. Room and Board lor light
dorms I hot rteur boo 1,ne Phone 243,0399,
5rnoll 5olor
2 roommates eeeeee to 000a house en S.
116 St. pItend 297 2110 ask far Plc
EIMALI ROOMMATE NEEDED: Spacious 2
y preferred Call
Won pool $52 no,
2934694 Goyim,
ONE GIRL 111110110 io shore apt v. 3 others 1
bd
2 b If, pool 152 50 ’no ,all 795-4409
555 5 100, Sr Apr No 8
1.2 Female roommates needed. Lux. Apt.
2
Pool, 10 min hero CIS, 677.50430
oe. Cell Plot 259.4836.
NEEDED MALI ROOMMATE TO SHARE 4
Bedroom ho,,.,, J others $6250 0110 0.1
pot no Must hove nonsoortormn 3 rn,les fr
campus Coll Mike Ed at Poul
259 8317
ROOMS Amihisle et 11.e Paters 3 BdrnY2
Both Po,n,otled 157 50 Roommate Needed 118
E 19,11.orn 203 3718

CONTRACT FOR SALE. West Hall Coll or ask
for Alicia Reyes rm 703 287-3481

FRIDAY FLICK Downhill Racer w Robert Red.
lord 50 rents Moo., Dody Aud 7 00 10 00 Fn
00 2nr.

’69 Misttems red convert power steering
Our rrons 8 cycle 5725 top cond R1/1 265
0981

One& Two Bedroom Apt, 4 blocks horn col
leg. Furnished or Unfurn 353 E Reed 6 7Th
266 2006

f.rn Apt 1
?
ROOMMATE
blk, Oen, campus Pool laundry carpet 476$
Yih St No 3

1967 A -C Wombs 4 19699$ Cher Call after
294-4457
6 00 p
63 Ford G.E. 500 4 door 08 3 speed over
drim radio hooter good cond. 5450 coll 1.11
293 9629
’MI POW. fed. Ver.y Clean Au AT. R
too Cond 5495 867-9752

11741
TIN SPIED boys bike 2245 tux Ave Apt 5
SCOW 2606 atop $175 1916601 hsheye 5350
foperb cond 297 0204
1101’ *49212

326000 PION CAMPUS So 9,65’ Furn 2
15drm opt S180 per rno Furn I Edon apt $105
per in
Modern A Ouie, Phone 36913931

MN 6111. 02 GRAD STUDENT ONLY Po rm
4 Kitchen priv 645 643 6 Oth St
-.15611 l

Peek Reommete needed. Furn Apt
bibs
from campus Pool laundry carpet 473 S Ill.
No 3

TV’s FOR SENT
0PE CIA,
51110ENT
RATES 1900 per month ’,Ili 377 2935

ROOMS AvellebN at the PALACE 2 Won 2
Furnished $5750 Roommote Needed
Bath
146 E
293 3718

VW TLITTWW2 510.00 Plus Ports S regu.or oil
rhongmg mnsonoble Coll GREG onyhme
263 1690

MMUS GIRL lloononete Wonted For no
studio apartment on block horn Campus Coll
Betty 292 96013 Event/19s or 292 3645 Days

STUDENT TYPING In my home Fool 0,1 utoto
mrn, 14c1.1,no Mrs Roster phone 244 6581

H New

SAILIOAT 22 It 9 in Olympic Star Class no
38136 Neve Most Good $ails N Soo II Ciceta
Covr Troller Moth tare $ wow. in 70
season 9I000 Ask tor Peter Camelia 294

AM FM radio
VW ’RI Delow Bus sunroof
mot toe{ runs good $650 Coll 297 1612 ask
for Rod
Reboil. Engine Hard Solt tops Wo
MOS
Wheels Tonneau Cover Coll 793 6794 Alter
900 599000

FEMALE one bd. at, turn nem downtown 1s1
S, $12000 phone 2646783

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Apt 1.000.10,
or 2755454

Melee Speekers. Sleek metal globes hang
from cerling Heavy sound for out look ,on
tain 8 solos handle BO watt% each trip now.
pa 5200 41$ 3437960

Parking S0.00.nte. 51 South 816 See Rick

MA ’,All III

...COMING...
ONE WEEK ONLY-OCT. 8-14
the screen’s most
brilliant actress

SJS President John H.
Bunzel will meet with students in an informal discussion tonight at 8. The
session will be held in the
Markham Hall lounge at 355
S. 10th St. The meeting is
open to all students.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

CINEMA
Bascom at Moorpark
295-7238

Bunzel Speaks

I

63.00 Per hr., Male 6 Few.. Need Money
you ore willing to
tor loud rent books car,
work we pay 3 00 to Atte, gualilyng require
neot appear Fuller Brush Co 375 5513
10,
FRIDAY WICK Downfall Rote, v. Robert led
ford SO cents Morris Daily Aud 700 10 SOP,.
Ocr 2nd

9 FEMALE STUDENTS looking for 02 ado, Apt
near 5.15 Campus Willing to pay up to 575 ea
Coll 295 5857 oh 6
1 Female ROOINIMIte Wonted large 3 Eldon
hoop. close ro comp. Friendly almosphere
560 Call 289 8375 or ,nipu,r of 410 S 111h
0011111 CONTRACT POW SALE Save 550 High
F,,. We,, toll Call Walt Rees Phone 3137
3401 Pm No 315
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Shore 3 Won
house 3 rni from campus with a mother 6
student 50re00 nritonenent Own room You
must be mauve and clean 5,0 00 owl Coll
135 5345 Aker 400 PM

no.

Models needed pal env. Worm,
oget 11 35 it 5 per hour 395 5449 29511550
Mgr Coll Pom

MIRING FEMALE ROOMMATE non smoker
upper dry to share apt w 30th.., 512 SO ma
186 6911

net, models needed WWI WOO Women
ows 1105 615 Per Hour 295 5/89 295 8550
.1.1.94 Coll Pam

MIGINTII Upper DI* Female to sham house
, Pik horn romp.. Rent $4629 ma Call 290
2651 or 357 3929

PAMIRS to work 2 meals Call 354 0547
/451 afternoon%
foornrngs

WO A911)101110
$50 $250 TOO thilo.vistiory
IllwAR011
LrA91NG 10108 RETURN 08 410045 ’LARY
..n W Reddish brown color 1 r our If,. Fe
mole at 2016 1$ toll Phone 296 f 103 or
766 3513
RIWAIM tor lest mole Low Awls Dog Song
showy wettish brown haul I yr old Answers
to Corchew lost at Speirtan Market Coll Porn
795 9200

topflooplo needed to sham 2
LIMN& Oh
Bdon not 798 6728 after 4 00 PM Prear
Lever thy
et 0 one
FEIIPaAWAb,,o,dfotg,tlooe’
poittOn Phone Robert al 2957305
5eentittete$69-nie. boo,,,., ,00n.1 $: South
thh See Rick 296 1239

TV’S ORRIN, tree servtm free del.vry rn
Son Jose Sr ect no connect Etches 251 2596.
11911114311 /OR SENT: Portable of COnfOI tree
delivery free service no controct Esc’s* s 251.
2598
AUTO INSURANCE
Annual liability ISIS
PPD Mooted or Smolt age 74 4 over WC
Mooed 21 031149 Mr Toll 241 3900
MOTORCYCUI INSUOIANCI mow& liability
rams 0 17$H S18 176cr 200ff 536 301,4.
450H 546 45Icc 600cr 562 Mr Neal
2417900
MANUS end 0000112, reld locket. Pee
Coors Bell Bottom Pants Clothing Poly loath
Camp’s,’ Supplies tack Pork goo’ Boots ond
other Ia. ont dam OAIIIIAIN C TY 260 N
St Hour% 10 6 thius
Closed Sundoy

PIRSONAll
TOGA MEDITATION by
EvaAelos M.
ho’ 1 10 ,0 10 p n. 266 54112 70 Howthorne
War Son Jos..
51111102 OUT9101 TUTORING PROGRAM
needs ...nom, Holy o tonsil, while tied.
ow,
.nto oil 295 6033 Of forms available
at Commis Christian Center 300 5 10,65,
FRIII PUPPY. 0 Shets Luther...on mos Coll Dm
2899317 otter 3 P

Mete Seemmete Wootodt 270, old Jr would
like to Own* dean quiet furnished 7 Won
opt w risen rnatur Prefer non smoker Apt
neor Son Thomas Esp IL Williams Rd Pool
$6/ SO w Call George 296 6900

01dietthlyiet needed nom Son Mat. to State
droly Coll 345 6664 Cincy

Fennel* Roommate Wented 560rre Aot w 1
others 5.0 rim 620 5 7th 5, 745 5 295 6294

Need Rlde
Call 375

U C Pothole, MWF W1t Pm

a
ti
ti

